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HON PAUL BROWN (Agricultural) [9.44 pm]: I will take the opportunity to briefly highlight 
a disappointment that I received by mail only yesterday from the federal Minister for Agriculture, 
Hon Barnaby Joyce. About four months ago—there has been a delay in getting a response—I wrote to 
Minister Joyce in my capacity as a representative of the Agricultural Region about a team that will be 
representing Australia in New Zealand later this year in the yearly trans-Tasman event called the Wayleggo Cup. 
Participants in the Wayleggo Cup showcase their skills and workmanship in the iconic Australian sport of 
sheepdog trials. In my letter I asked the minister to consider waiving the quite onerous fees that are involved in 
getting our Australian competitors of the four-legged variety to New Zealand. The cost involved in getting the 
dogs to New Zealand for the participants—that is, the owners of the dogs and not the dogs themselves—are 
considerable; it costs some $2 000 to go just from Sydney to New Zealand return by freight. The Australian 
Quarantine and Inspection Service fees to check the animals and do the washes at export and then on import are 
quite considerable. Out of that $2 000, it costs nearly $1 300 or $1 400 to do just the quarantine procedures. 
I asked the minister whether he would waive the fees, given that the vast bulk of the four members who will be 
attending this event are from the Agricultural Region in Western Australia. It is a quite prestigious event. It is 
held in Australia or New Zealand each year. Next year it will be held in Northam. We are looking forward to 
holding that event here. I am sure that it will be a tourist win for Northam; people from both within and without 
Western Australia will travel to Northam to watch this event. As I said earlier, I am quite disappointed that 
Hon Barnaby Joyce has chosen not to support my request, especially given that he made a rather lengthy 
statement previously on two other dogs that had been brought into Australia—namely, Pistol and Boo. He saw fit 
to weigh into that argument about biosecurity. It was very rough of him to do that! It is quite disappointing and 
quite narrow-minded of the honourable minister to not waive those considerable fees.  

In light of that—I have not discussed this with Hon Ken Baston but will put him on notice now—I ask that the 
state government and the Minister for Agriculture and Food support these competitors. The minister’s 
counterparts in other states might also provide support if members of the Australian team who are attending the 
event in New Zealand are from other states and also seek support to subsidise the transport of the dogs, the 
competitors, to New Zealand. The federal minister did not see fit to support an iconic Australian sport by 
waiving the quite onerous fees to New Zealand, which is not a high-risk destination for biosecurity, particularly 
when it comes to dogs. We are taking them not to Outer Mongolia or Pakistan or somewhere like that where we 
might find a range of exotic diseases, but to New Zealand, the other state of Australia. I ask that the Minister for 
Agriculture and Food considers supporting our Australian team and that he perhaps even asks his colleagues in 
the other states to support the team as well, given that the federal minister has not seen fit to support this team for 
this iconic event. It does not matter whether it is cricket, rugby or sheepdog trials—there is nothing better than 
Australians going across the ditch and beating New Zealand at their own game. I hope that the competitors get 
support from the minister. 
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